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want to see in your newsletter. Please 
submit any contributions to editor Anna 
Engelhardt at email editor@ctps.co.za.  
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On the cover
Our front cover image this month, Smokey trajectory by Carmen Anderson, was one of the 
winning images in the open category of our October competition. Carmen joined our society 
only recently and says that she is still finding her ‘photographic feet’ and hasn’t really discov-
ered a niche for herself. “Right now, I am having too much fun, learning the basics and trans-
lating my vision into images that others will hopefully find beautiful and inspiring. I am teach-
ing myself a lot over the internet, like this image where I was inspired by the work of Dutch 
photographer, Robert Wiggers, who taught me how to photograph smoke. I had bought a 
second hand macro lens and found that I really enjoyed table top photography, particularly 
in bad weather when I cannot go outdoors.  
“The smoke set up was on a wooden chair on my dining room table, draped in a long black 
cashmere skirt (a perfect material as it doesn’t reflect much light). I photographed at night, 
with the tiniest bit of down lighting from the ceiling - just to find my way in the dark. I had the 
camera on manual focus on a tripod, and set up an off-camera flash to the side, beaming up 
into the section of smoke that I wished to focus on. I lit up an incense stick and played with the 
smoke, taking frame after frame, to find the right twirl. My final camera setting was ISO 200, 
f7.1 and 1/160 sec,” explains Carmen. 
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Month Set Subject Competition Date Entry date

January On the Coast
Create an image that depicts the coast in all its 
forms. You can show man’s interaction with the 
coast such as harbours, etc., or show the beauty of 
a natural coastline, or depict the animal and plant 
life on the coast.

16 January  9 January

February Framed
Your image can be framed naturally by what you 
find in Nature, or it can be a man-made frame in 
which you place your subject.

6 February 30 January

March Storytelling 
Create an image that tells a story; an image that 
will convey the story without the need for a cap-
tion

13 March 6 March

April Nature up close 
Get up close and personal with nature in this natu-
ral beauty shot. Flowers, bees, bugs and spiders 
might all make great shots, or shoot close ups of 
wildlife or other animals using a long lens. This can 
also include Macro shots of Nature.

3 April 27 March

May Backlit portrait
The sun makes a great back light, as well as a flash. 
Don't forget the fill light. A flash or reflector can be 
used to fill in the subject. The subject can be hu-
man or animal.

8 May 1 May

June Motion
Create an image that depicts motion, fast or slow. 
Leave the viewer in no doubt that your subject is 
moving.

5 June 29 May

July Autumn 
Create an image which depicts autumn in all its 
radiant colours, or one which tells the story of the 
end of summer and the approaching winter.

3 July 26 June

August Creative composites 
Create an image which is composed of several 
different elements from other images that you 
have captured. The composite image should 
convey a new story to the viewer and invite them 
to explore your vision.

7 August 31 July

September Long exposures 
Create an image where the shutter speed is 15 
seconds or longer. The use of a tripod will be 
essential in most cases although an image that is 
created handheld could be interesting

4 September 28 August

October Abandoned places
Shoot an image which tells the story of a place 
abandoned by humans or animals..

2 October 30 October

November Repetition 
Find repetition in Nature or in the urban environ-
ment and produce an image which has a motif 
that repeats itself. It can be a pattern or a single 
element that repeats itself in one or more forms.

6 November 30 October

December The colour Red 
Red should be the dominant colour in your image.

5 December 28 November

Themes for 2019
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News from the council

Richard Goldschmidt
President

Well, our annual awards dinner has come and gone, with 52 
members and guests enjoying a great evening. When some 
time ago I had attended our ‘swallow’ member, Keith Bull’s inau-
guration as President of the Hout Bay Rotary Club at Quentin’s 
restaurant, I thought this would be an ideal venue for our dinner 
as well. But how was I going to sell the idea to organizer Anna 
Engelhardt? So we conveniently went into Massimos for a pizza 
after our Llandudno sunset outing earlier this year with Anna, 
and then popped our heads into the next door Quentins. Need-
less to say, she was instantly sold on the venue! 
Then followed meetings, emails and in-depth discussion of the 
menu options by the subcommittee of Anna, my wife, Joyce, 
and Lesley Parolis. My problem was how much wine to buy? My 
estimate of 80% of a bottle per guest proved slightly generous, 
as our photographers are a conservative and well behaved lot. 
Maybe it was the thought of a road block at Constantia Nek? 
The result is we have a few bottles over for our social evening 
with cheese and wine on the 23rd January. So well done people! 
Twenty of us enjoyed an evening of amazing photographs, as 
well as a sumptuous spread of snacks and wine at the Interclub 
Competition at the Sanlam Head office in Bellville at the end of 
October. I am proud to say that we improved from our last year’s 
4 th position to coming second. We were thoroughly beaten by 
the Tygerberg Photographic Club. Our members, however, won 

the best images for prints and PDI’s – 
a feather in our cap. Well done to all 
whose images were selected for In-
terclub. Although it made no differ-
ence to our final position, two of our 
members had some of their other 
photos entered in the competition 
by their second club, unbeknown to 
us. They were sadly disqualified. 
This brings me to the question of 
those of you who are members of 
more than one club, as we don’t want amazing photos disquali-
fied in future Interclub Competitions. May I request that mem-
bers of more than one club e-mail both nicol@sportstrader.co.za 
and lesleyparolis@gmail.com and state that they want CTPS to be 
their Primary or their Secondary club. We will then ‘differentiate’ 
you on our membership list and only consider your images for 
Interclub if we are your Primary club. You would be free to change 
your decision to your other club at the end of the competition 
year (end September), should you want to give your other club 
a turn to benefit from your talents for that year – but then you 
need to tell us! Your entry into Salons would also need to be done 
under the auspices of your Primary club. 

Meet & Greet 
and give away, swap or buy anything photographic

We have decided on a social get-together to kick off our new year - with cheese & wine on offer. 

Wednesday, 23rd January 2019 – 19h00 at St Stephens Church Hall, Pinelands

Here is an invitation to all CTPS members to clean out their drawers/cupboards of all the photographic stuff 
that is gathering dust and is no longer needed or wanted. Please bring it along on the evening - but let us know 
beforehand what items you want to sell, give away or swap. In addition, some of our most experienced photog-

raphers will be available for technical advice on cameras and lenses as well as giving tips on shooting tech-
niques – and any other photographic question you might have! 

• Cameras (all makes & sizes) 
• Lenses
• Lens filters 
• Lens accessories
• Flash lights
• Studio lights
• LED lights
• Reflectors
• Dark room equipment
• Tripods
• Chargers & cables
• Batteries & Battery grips

• Camera straps & bags
• Macro stuff
• Books about photography
• Photographic magazines
• Also on offer are duplicate items 

from our CTPS photographic store 
room (such as old film cameras & 
projectors, slides & slide projec-
tors, LPs & videos) to be cleared 
out and offered for sale or to be 
given away! 

As an extra incentive to attend and participate, we would like to encourage all CTPS photographers to bring 
along some of their mounted prints (accumulated over many years), which they would like to give away or sell 

(at a nominal price).

To help us make this first ever ‘Photographic Gear Sale’ a success, please e-mail your list of items you want to give away, swap 
or offer for sale (and for how much) to annengel@iafrica.com

Our new Council wishes all members Seasonal greetings, a happy holiday period and all the best for 2019.
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Congratulations to all our deserving winners!

At the Rustenburg PDI Salon, Chris Coetzee received 
five Acceptances and Richard Goldschmidt one. 
At the Western Cape Photographic Forum PDI Salon 
(the first Salon held by this recently formed association 
to promote and assist all photographic clubs in the 
province) Jeanette achieved four Acceptances and three 
Certificates of Merit for her images Red Poppy, Pelargonium 
Buds and for White Steptocarpus; and Crighton Klassen 
received a Certificate of Merit for his image Shipwreck. In 
the same salon Chris Coetzee, Peter Turnbull and Nicol 
du Toit could record six Acceptances - three, two and one 
respectively. 
At the Kroonstad PDI Salon, five members achieved 10 
acceptances – with Jeanette du Toit getting three, Arthur 
Fitt, Lambe Parolis and Peter Turnbull two each, and Chris 
Coetzee one. 

Latest Salon Results
We are delighted to announce 
that Marleen, who together with 
her husband Christo joined our 
society during November 2017, 
has decided to make CTPS her 
principle photographic club from 
1st November 2018 onwards. She 
said she would have done it ear-
lier but TPS had already entered 
some of her images into the West-
ern Cape Interclub Competition, 
where one of her prints achieved 
2nd place and also became one 
of the judge’s first choices. 

Not only has she achieved her LPSSA (and recently an 
AFIAP) accreditation, but her local and international Salon 
acceptances (from mid-January this year until end of Oc-
tober) are just staggering: 99 International Acceptances; 4 
Honourable mentions; 1 Bronze Medal India; 1 Silver GPU 
Medal Olympic Greece; 92 Local acceptances and 15 Local 
COMs.
For the past three years (2016, 2017 & 2018), she has 
reached the highest salon scores in the Western Cape for 
the Impala ratings, which placed her 29th overall (out of 
470 PSSA Members). 

Marlene la Grange

Jeanette du Toit - Misty Dune Scape

All images above by Jeannette du Toit

White SteptocarpusPelargonium Buds

Shipwreck by Crighton Klassen

Red Poppy

Images above by Marlene la Grange

NEWS ITEMS
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Summary from the Annual General Meeting
President Richard Goldschmidt presented his report about CTPS 
and its functions during the past 12 month, which was unani-
mously accepted by the members present at the well-attended 
AGM of 17th October 2018. Treasurer and Vice-President, Nicol 
du Toit, submitted his audited Annual Financial Statements 
and explained that despite the present economic climate, our 
investments performed better than expected. He also empha-
sised that while members’ annual subscriptions are currently R 
250 p.a., the society regularly sponsors numerous events that 
are beneficial to our members, to the tune of about R 990 p.a./
per paying member – an impressive contribution from the soci-
ety to its members.  
The following council members (having only completed their 
first year of a two-year term) will continue in their current posi-
tions: Richard Goldschmidt (President), Nicol du Toit (Vice-pres-
ident & Treasurer), Margaret Collins (Secretary), Lesley Parolis 
(Competitions Convenor), Kim Stevens (E&D Convenor), and De-
tlef Basel (Property & venue). The other council members, Mike 
de Villiers (Public Relations), Anna Engelhardt (Publications) and 

Andre Mouton (Webmaster), were re-elected unopposed. 
Richard called for nominations or volunteers to fill additional 
ad hoc positions, including the position of Outings Convenor, 
but none were forthcoming. 
There were two Motions presented at the AGM to be voted on: 

• to amend the constitution clause 5.5.2 which has to do 
with the disposal of items that are kept in storage, are re-
dundant or of no value to the society; and 

• to increase the membership fees for the 2019/2020 finan-
cial year. 

The former was amended to read: “… shall not dispose of any 
archival material, the museum, permanent collections of prints, 
slides, cinematographic films, audio- visual sequences, video 
tapes, the library or other similar assets without first giving mem-
bers a reasonable opportunity to object to the disposal”; and the 
latter will be increased from R 250 to R 275 per member per 
annum, effective from 01 August 2019.  

Latest from the Western Cape Photographic Forum

The annual Western Cape Interclub competition took place the 
evening before the last meeting of the Forum and was one of 
the main discussion points. It was unanimously agreed that 
Tafelberg hosted a very successful event and appreciation and 
congratulations were extended to Christo Giliomee, chairman 
of Tafelberg, and his Interclub committee.
The rules of the competition and the judging process were this 
year for the first time prescribed by the Forum. Some of the new 
rules stipulated that Interclub judges must by picked from the 
panel of Western Cape club judges, who regularly judge images 
at clubs and who know club judging. The list of Western Cape 
judges, compiled for the Forum by Christo la Grange of Tyger-
berg, and available to all clubs in the region, proved itself to be 
an invaluable tool.
It was further stipulated that five judges should be used and the 
scores of the judges should be aggregated after discounting 
the highest and lowest scores. This system is used internation-
ally in competitions, including the Olympic Games. The clubs 
agreed that this worked very well. 
Some of the spectators noticed that two photographers’ imag-
es were used by different clubs. This is against one of the long-
standing rules of the Interclub competition. Both these photog-
raphers were part of the panel picked by CTPS. West Coast used 
the one photographer’s images and Hermanus used the other 
one’s images.
All three clubs and the two photographers subsequently as-
sured us that they handled the process correctly, although the 
statements contradicted each other. This was discussed at the 
Forum meeting and it was decided that the clubs should not 
be penalised, but that the individuals will not be awarded any 
individual awards.
The scoresheets were then taken under review by the Forum’s 
Exco and it was discovered that a few other mistakes were also 
made, but none of the top scoring clubs were affected. There 
were changes in the individual PDI winners and the overall win-
ner, which was announced a week later.
There seem to be mistakes every year and the Forum will have 
to find ways of eliminating the mistakes before the results are 
announced at the gala evening.
Tafelberg made a substantial loss with this year’s competition 
and the Forum needs to address this problem. Already one club 
pulled out this year due to financial reasons. 
The Forum's Facebook page has been going for some time now 
and any person who is a member of a photographic club in the 
Western Cape can become a member of it. People can use it to 

Report from Nicol du Toit

Club PDIs Prints AVs
Tygerberg 332 1

Swartland 101 4

Tafelberg 92 1

CTPS 86 1

Fish Hoek 53

Worcester 40

Hermanus 26

Creative 6

West Coast 4

Paarl 4

exchange information or post their own photographs. Search 
for Western Cape Photographic Forum on Facebook and apply 
to become a member. 
Phillip de Lange of the Worcester club accumulates the salon 
acceptances of Western Cape club members and publishes it 
every three months or so. His latest list takes into account all 
salons from 1 July up to the Western Cape Photographic Fo-
rum salon, which closed on 22 September. The results are:
The Forum’s first sa-
lon turned out to be 
a huge success and 
more than 4 000 en-
tries were received. 
Francois du Bois, chair-
man of Tygerberg was 
the salon director. He 
was supported by a 
team from Tygerberg 
and judges from all 
over the region.
The Forum also 
launched an honours 
support group under 
the leadership of An-
tenie Carstens. He has 
an FPSSA and is a PSSA honours judge. So far 17 people ap-
plied to join this group who will start meeting from the be-
ginning of February. The only qualification is that applicants 
should be committed to submit a panel of image within a peri-
od of twelve months and must be a PSSA member, or become 
one before submitting their panel. If anybody is interested, 
they should contact me at nicol@sportstrader.co.za
The Forum is also starting to prove itself as a place where clubs 
can learn from each other, by discussing common problems 
and successes. Swartland, for instance, asked advice on how to 
handle a situation where a member submitted images, which 
did not belong to him, in a competition. After hearing about 
the Learning from the Masters group which started in CTPS, a 
similar group was formed in Tygerberg. Ideas for workshops 
and outings are also exchanged.
Trudi du Toit from CTPS compiled a summary of advancement/
grading systems used by the different clubs in the region. It 
was clear that a lot of diverse systems were being used and it 
is difficult to compare members from different clubs. A person 
could be a senior photographer in one club and with the same 
achievements be classified as a junior in another club.
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Highly successful 2018 PSSA Congress in Port Elizabeth

The success of this year’s congress, held from 28th September to 
5th October in the beautifully restored Athenaeum in central PE, 
can be directly attributed to the meticulous planning and execu-
tion of every facet of the event by the dedicated and hard-work-
ing team from the host club - the Port Elizabeth Camera Club.
The six members of CTPS who attended the congress - Kim Ste-
vens, Joan Ward , Nicol and Trudi du Toit, Jacoba van Zyl and Mar-
ius Stockenstrom - joined the other delegates from all over South 
Africa, numbering over 120 people, including some old friends 
and also some new faces.
The area around the Athenaeumin boasts incredibly beautiful, 
classical and art-deco style buildings, mostly in a state of disre-
pair, adding to the air of faded elegance. PECC laid on security at 
every turn, which allowed us to experience this area in relative 
safety. 
The days consisted of well-run sunrise photoshoots, followed by 
lectures, lunch and afternoon workshops, evening photoshoots 
followed by supper . The catering was superb and all the meals 
were enjoyed at the Athenaeum. The final day was devoted to 
informing delegates about the Honours procedure and the judg-
ing thereof.
Lecture topics included: Street Photography by Craig Ander-
son; Kaleidoscope by Diane Skinner; Afrika Burn by Gita Classen; 
Coastal Photography by Luc Hosten; and Relational Storytelling 
by Joubert Loots. Most of these speakers also hosted hands-on 
workshops in the afternoons in their specific fields as well as oth-

er workshops on portrait photography, long exposures, colour 
correction in LR and PS , composites and dance photography. I 
was particularly impressed by the 7am photowalk in downtown 
PE with Craig Anderson and enjoyed seeing things from his per-
spective.
PECC pulled out all the stops and organised exciting and different 
photoshoots, including flamenco, traditional and ballet shooting 
opportunities. They also arranged action photography (see some 
of the attached images) as in surfers, horse riders and ageing hip-
pies on road bikes, as well as a steam train shoot at the Apple 
Express Rail.
Concurrently an international Photographic Art exhibition “Mo-
ments in Time” was presented by the PECC and the PSSA in a 
nearby gallery and provided an excellent respite from all the ac-
tion. 
Work on show included images by Craig Anderson and designs 
by Diane Skinner as well as the FIAP Black and White Biennial 
images from all their member countries.  Adri van Oudheusden, 
inspired by paintings of the Impressionists, displayed her stylis-
tic images developed by a mix of in camera techniques and post 
processing.
The final event was a sumptuous Honours banquet and Honours 
awards evening in the Little Theatre adjoining the Atheneum.
Congratulations all round to the PECC for hosting such a success-
ful and most enjoyable congress!

Report by Kim Stevens

All photos by Kim Stevens
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Interclub competition 2018

(left) CTPS President Richard Goldschmidt receiving our certificate for 2nd Place from PSSA Director J.P Bester; (right) Jeanette du 
Toit next to her winning image.

The Annual Western Cape Interclub Competition, which was hosted this year by Tafelberg 
Photography Club and took place on the 26th October at the Sanlam Auditorium in Bellville, 
was again hotly contested. The overall winner this year was Tygerberg Photographic Society 

(1785 pts), with CTPS in 2nd place (1761 pts) and last year’s winner Tafelberg Fotografieklub in 
3rd place (1721 pts). In the individual print and PDI sections, the clubs’ positions were the same 

as above.

However, Jeanette du Toit’s print ‘Kestrel with mouse for lunch’ not only achieved the highest 
individual award but was also Judge Lee Slabber’s first choice of all the prints. Arthur Fitt could 
claim 3rd place overall with his print ‘Anticipation’. Our Congratulations to all the winners and 

participants. 

Our Interclub Entries - Prints & PDIs

Fever by Kim Stevens Rain storm at sea by Steff Hughes

Purple Heron with breakfast 
by Nicholas Moschides

Skyline by Kim Stevens

Kestrel with Mouse for Lunch 
by Jeanette du Toit 
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Soul Music by Dave Gordon

Mom watches tug of war by Rob Tarr Two is a crowd by Joan Ward

Three Buffalo by Dave Gordon

Dawn Surprise by Peter Turnbull

Highway 93 through the Canadian Rockies 
by Lambe Parolis

Cape Epic 2018 Prologue by Andrew Denny

Squiggle beak by Pat Scott

Tangle Falls Icefields Parkway Alberta 
by Lambe Parolis

Rocky shore by Jacoba van Zyl

Anticipation by Arthur FittDeep in thought by Rob Tarr Double Trouble by Anna Engelhardt
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Himba mother and Child
by Cathy Bruce Wright

Supple strength by Joan Ward

Patchwork windmill by Steff Hughes Spin Cycle by Graeme Walker

Dubai skyline with the Tolerance Bridge 
by Lesley Parolis

Abandoned by Jacoba van Zyl

Back to basics - Exposure
By Lambe Parolis

In this month’s edition we explore exposure and how it re-
lates to ISO, Aperture, and Shutter speed.
Rather than write the article myself  I refer you to What is Ex-
posure which contains  an expertly written account on the 
subject by  Spencer Cox in Photographic Life . Spencer Cox is 
a landscape and nature photographer .
About Photographic Life
“Photography Life is represented by a dedicated and talented 
team of individuals with professional working experience in 
photography. The core team consists of the founder of Pho-
tography Life, Nasim Mansurov, and Editor in Chief, Spencer 
Cox.”

Photographic Life provides various digital photography 
news, reviews (including reviews of cameras and lenses), ar-
ticles, tips, tutorials and guides to photographers of all levels.
(I always read technical reviews written by experts before 
purchasing a new lens or camera.
One of the experts whose opinions I trust is Nasim Masurov.
Rule of Thirds & Focusing in Landscape

Follow the links below to read more about about: 
The myth of the rule of thirds
Myths in landscape photography

January theme - On the Coast
Our January 2019 theme is 'On the Coast'. Create an image that depicts the coast in all its forms. You can show man’s in-
teraction with the coast such as harbours, etc., or show the beauty of a natural coastline, or depict the animal and plant 
life on the coast. In this article, Lee Frost gives us his top tips to photographing the coastline.

https://photographylife.com/what-is-exposure
https://photographylife.com/what-is-exposure
https://photographylife.com/the-myth-of-the-rule-of-thirds
https://photographylife.com/landscapes/most-stubborn-myths-in-landscape-photography
https://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/technique/landscape_photography-technique/photographing-the-coastline-62852
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Annual CTPS Competition

When only 22 CTPS members entered the Annual Competition last year, Council seriously 
considered to do away with it altogether - but was persuaded to give it another chance. 
Fortunately, the response this year was fantastic with 380 entries from 33 members. Per-

haps it was as a result that there was no longer a restriction on when the images were 
taken or if they had been entered in a competition before or because two images each 

could be entered in the eight categories - Nature including Wildlife; Open Colour; Photo-
journalism; Art photography; Portraiture; Scapes; Open Monochrome and Macro. The 
overall winner (Gold Medal) was Rob Tarr with 12 points, followed by Kim Stevens with 

eight points. 
The individual awards were handed out during the Annual Awards Dinner

The winning images
Art Photography (49 Entries) Judged by Antenie Carstens (CTPS & Helderberg Photographic Club)

(clockwise from left) Winner Wash day blues by Steff Hughes; 2nd Place Mirror reflections by Jacoba van Zyl; 3rd Place Skyline by 
Kim Stevens 

Open Colour Photography (55 Entries) Judged by Bessie Vermeulen & Elize Gouws (Bloemfontein FK)

(from left) Winner Glass shapes by Margaret Collins; 2nd Place Liquid brass by Christo la Grange; 3rd Place Having fun all on 
my own by Anna Engelhardt

Judge's comment on the winning image: "Well executed, great compositional skill." 

Judge's comment on the winning image: "Excellent composition, well seen and best angle. Placement of the elements in the im-
age very well done. The capturing  of detail in the white areas is very well handled and show the beautiful texture. Lines are used 

to full advantage to focus our attention mainly on the windmill. Excellent story telling image."
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Nature, including wildlife Photography (44 entries) Judged by Bessie Vermeulen and Elize Gouws (Bloemfontein FK)

(from left) Night stalker by Kim Stevens; 2nd Place Dawn surprise by Peter Turnbull; 3rd Place Move your butt by Kim Stevens

Open Monochrome Photography (54 entries) Judged by Leon Oosthuizen (Leonslens.com)

(from left) Winner Beach plover pose by Rob Tarr; 2nd Place En pointe by Kim Stevens; 3rd Place New born Ellie 
by Jeanette du Toit

Macro Photography (42 entries) Judged by Antenie Carstens (CTPS and Helderberg Photographic Club) 

(from left) Winner Butterfly encounter by Rob Tarr; 2nd Place Opening by Cathy Bruce Wright; 3rd Place Feathered by Lesley Parolis

The judge's comment on the winning image: "An impressive and powerful image."

Judge's comment on the winning image: "An image of a confrontational butterfly. In my opinion the selective focus is well 
handled, taking the angle of view in account. The legs in front form a base for the triangular shape of the eyes and the 

folded wings. Colours are pleasing and fit the environment well. Not your regular macro image of a butterfly." 

Judge's comment on the winning image:  "Powerful in the square, bold, well controlled edit. I would perhaps like to see just a 
little more sand texture to tie the composition together in a stronger way."  
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Portrait Photography (42 entries) Judged by Peter Brandt (Fishhoek Photographic Club) 

(from left) Winner Deep in thought by Rob Tarr; 2nd Place Luke I am by David Barnes; 3rd Place Young and restless by Kim 
Stevens

Scapes Photography (53 entries) Judged by Paul Bruins

(from left) Winner Koggelbaai by Marianna Meyer; 2nd Place Machu Picchu Temple Citadel Peru by Catherine Bruce 
Wright; 3rd Place Gannabos sunrise by Margaret Collins

Judge's comment on the winning image: "What makes this image especially compelling is the superb processing, where it 
appears as if components have been isolated from each other and processed according to their own specific requirements, 

hence the soft delicacy of the turban fabric, contrasted with the almost line-art textures of the beard and facial skin." 

Photojournalism (41 entries) Judged by Leon Oosthuizen (Leonslens.com)

(from left) Winner Stranded whale release by Rob Tarr; 2nd Place Digitised backdrops - a first in local ballet by Joan Ward; 
3rd Place 7 stars world championship race by Marleen la Grange

Judge's comment on the winning image: "Superb image, well edited, powerful in mono, composition well balanced. I love 
how the focal point is strengthened by 'sea rescue' on the back of the wetsuit."
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CTPS Annual Dinner & Award Ceremony

This very special event of the calendar of CTPS took place on Friday 9th November at 
Quentin at Oakhurst near Hout Bay - a picturesque and charming restaurant, which is 
housed in an historic farm barn and features the most remarkable and eclectic interior 
where antique prints and ancient farm implements cover the surrounding walls, all be-

ing lit by large candelabras and a row of sparkling crystal chandeliers. Some 52 members 
and their guests attended in their evening fineries to enjoy some excellent food, wine and 

stimulating conversation.  

Kim Stevens, Rob Tarr and Lambe Parolis were celebrated as the top award winners of this 
year’s competitions, having achieved highest points overall; highest points in PDIs; and 

highest points in prints, respectively (for full results see table below). Anna Engelhardt re-
ceived the coveted President’s Award for her editorship of Cape Camera; and Kim Stevens, 
Jeanette du Toit, Anna Engelhardt, Jacoba van Zyl, Lambe Parolis, Karyn Parisi, Arthur Fitt 

and Nicol du Toit had their ‘Master’ status confirmed with a Merit certificate. 

Celebrating another year of excellence

President Richard Goldschmidt & his wife 
Joyce. 

Kim Stevens, Jeanette du Toit, Anna 
Engelhardt, Jacoba van Zyl, Lambe Paro-
lis & Nicol du Toit receiving their Master 

Certificate.

Richard Goldschmidt handing over the 
President's Award to Anna Engelhardt 

Anna Morris, Joy Wellbeloved, Peter & 
Dessi Turnbull

Sean Neethling, Kim & Doug Stevens 
with their daughter Megan

Robert Maginley, Judith Dodds, Brian 
Hallock, Mike de Villiers, Andrew & Gina 

Denny  

Marius Stockenstrom, Jacoba van Zyl & 
Neels Beyers 

Roger Trythall, Marianna Meyer, Rose-
mary & Malcolm Jones, Sean Neethling, 
Vanessa Mouton, Len van Wyk, Margaret 

Collins

Anna Engelhardt with Andre & Vanessa 
Mouton
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Kim Stevens, Lesley Parolis, Richard & 
Joyce Goldschmidt, Anna Engelhardt, 

Federica Za

Margaret Collins & Len van Wyk Mireille Landman & Anna Morris

Guests Federica Za & Duncan Miller Steff Hughes, Peter & Dessi Turnbull Cathy Bruce, Andre Wijne, Jenny Powis

Sean & Melanie Neethling Cathy Bruce, Brian & Barbara Hallock, 
Colleen & Mike de Villiers

Barbara & Detlef Basel

Jeanette du Toit & Andre Wijne Gina & Andrew Denny Cathy Bruce & Jenny Powis

Robert Maginley & Judith Dodds Jonathan & Wendy Burchell Richard and Joyce Goldschmidt
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All images by Joyce Goldschmidt

… and this year's winners are:  

Highest points scored overall

1 Kim Stevens  875

2 Jeanette du Toit 857

3 Rob Tarr 851

4 Steff Hughes 848

5 Anna Engelhardt 841 

6 Arthur Fitt 837

7 Nicol du Toit 837

8 Jacoba van Zyl 834

9 Pat Scott 832

10 Louise Tarr 816  

PDIs Winners

1 Rob Tarr 586

2 Steff Hughes 567

3 Arthur Fitt 565 

4 Jeanette du Toit 561

5 Kim Stevens 545

6 Louise Tarr 532   

7 Jacoba van Zyl 526

8 Neels Beyers 526

9 Richard Goldschmidt 515

10 Keith Bull 511 

 

Prints Winners 

1 Lambe Parolis 737

2 Lesley Parolis 570

3 Jonathan Burchell 532

4 Pat Scott 447  

5 Jean Bradshaw  433

6 Nicol Du Toit  417

7 Stephen Gibson 341

8 Anna Engelhardt  332

9 Kim Stevens 330

10 Jacoba van Zyl 308

Rosemary & Malcolm Jones, Trudi and Nicol du Toit Andre Wijne, Robert Gossel, Rob and Louise Tarr

Orms have recently launched a new zine/publication called Half Tone. It is a book that 
features African analogue photographers with a selection of their work and interviews on 
their creative process. Half Tone – a dedicated photographic exhibition and publication 
celebrating the work of a select collective of African analogue photographers.
This publication and its accompanying print exhibition at Orms Cape Town School of Pho-
tography is another platform to showcase new South African work from young voices 
- the ones who speak beyond the great photograph to reveal the humanity behind the 
shot. There is a raw simplicity behind their images and at times a romantic approach to 
the subject matter where the viewer is unwittingly implicated in an often-awkward mo-
ment of revelation. 
It features: Justice Mukheli, David Bloomer, Gary Van Wyk, Matt Kay, Nicole Clare Fraser, 
Tatenda Chidora, Gerhardt Coetzee, Jesse Navarre Vos & Christiaan Beyers

Only 200 of these limited-edition publications will be available for purchase at R200 (if collected at the school) or R280 
(which includes courier costs within SA). Please place your order with heather@ormsctsp.co.za

Interesting Book Launch
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Inspirational E & D session
Melanie Bentley Cornelius’s talk on 
17th October about ‘thinking out-
side the technical box’ offered some 
light relief after the intense business 
of the AGM held on the same even-
ing, reports KIM STEVENS.
“We enjoyed her heartfelt talk on 
how therapeutic it is to allow oneself 
to be freely creative with one’s cam-
era and to find extraordinary takes 
on ordinary things. She stressed that 
these elements are all around us and 

one does not need to travel far and wide to find them. She took 

us through some right-brain exercises to boost our creativity 
and emphasize that we are all creative to some extent.
“She advocated a number of in-camera techniques to achieve 
creative, different and inspiring images including panning, 
flagging and zoom blurs, multiple images, high and low key 
exposures as well as soft focus and motion blurs. She shared 
a slide-show of her images using these techniques, which was 
very inspiring.”
Melanie offers creative walks and mentoring and it is under-
stood that a number of members have already availed them-
selves of this. See her work and contact her at melanie@mela-
niec.co.za 

Let AV making become your challenge for 2019
Since our last edition of Cape Camera (October), the AV group 
has had two successful meetings – one in September and one 
on the 14th November, with both being well attended, reports 
ROBERT MAGINLEY.   
“At these meetings, we have seen some interesting AVs, both 
from some of our members but also from others - both locally 
and internationally. One AV stands out particularly, namely the 
one made by Neels Beyers which was all about his own family 
history. It gave us all another very interesting angle to AV mak-
ing and I am sure inspired many to follow Neels lead. 
“Roger Trythall was our guest speaker and showed us how ef-
fective drones can be in the process of making an AV, which he 
demonstrated with his presentation about his trip to Tanzania.  
 “Unfortunately, as a club we were not successful at this year’s 
Interclub Competition challenge, which was a great disappoint-
ment particularly after our last year’s first, second and third 
places. Nevertheless, we whole-heartedly congratulate the Her-
manus Photographic Club on their fantastic wins. Their AVs were 
really exceptional and their awards were well deserved. 

“When producing an AV, it is important to acknowledge that it 
is a multi-disciplinary process that not only needs excellent im-
ages and sound, but also has to have an interesting story line to 
go with them. Then there is the technical part of combining all 
the various segments. It may be the ‘not knowing’ that makes 
people hesitate to try, but we use the quip ‘help is at hand’. The 
AV committee comprising Joy Wellbeloved, Robert Maginley 
and Arthur Fitt are dedicated to promoting AVs, and are more 
than ready to help and pass on their knowledge to anyone who 
would like to become an AV maker.
“We would like to invite any of our members that have given 
AV making a thought to come to our alternate monthly meet-
ings and/or to contact any one of us to help and to show them 
how to have fun and enjoyment while doing it - even those that 
are outright beginners are welcome to contact us,” concludes 
Robert.  
Contact: Joy at joywelb@gmail.com; Arthur at fitt.ah@telkomsa.
net or Robert at rmaginley@worldonline.co.za
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October outing to Green Point Park
Not many people know or have explored this ‘new’ Green Point Urban Park, which was 

conceived and built in 2010 in conjunction with the Cape Town Stadium.  This major 
upgrade to the old Green Point Common is now used extensively every weekend by hun-

dreds of people ‘in the know’.  The purpose of the planned outing was to see what was 
there to photograph, reports RICHARD GOLDSCHMIDT.

Discovering a new part of our City

The park includes a fitness park for cycling, outdoor training and 
gym; it is a learning park for functions, seminars and arts train-
ing, a play park, an art park for specialist events, exhibitions and 
craft markets, an adventure park, a heritage park, an park for 
outdoor markets, concerts, competitions with additional facili-
ties such as a tea garden, a biodiversity nursery, bicycle rental, 
flower selling and fresh produce markets. While entry into the 
park is free, patrons are required to adhere to a few conditions 
of use for their own and others pleasure and safety. The park 
opens daily at 7h00 and closes at 19h00. 
Five CTPS members and a new proposed member met at the 
foot of the Green Point Lighthouse at 10am on Sunday 7th of 
October in blue sky sunny weather.  Mike de Villiers had been 
photographing in the vicinity already since dawn – a true pho-
tographer!  I handed out the set photographic challenges for 
participants with the request to take at least one picture of each 
of the following: the sea; the little blue train; the lighthouse; 

children playing in the playground; water in the park; a flower; a 
park structure; and a portrait of someone.
So off we went, keeping more or less together, along the prom-
enade until we got to the train and then turned back past the 
lighthouse and entered into the park.  In the safety of the park 
we split up and disappeared between the foliage and water fea-
tures, finding all sorts of bits and bobs to photograph.
The arrangement was to take a break for coffee and cake at 
11h30 at the Park restaurant.  This, as usual, proved very en-
joyable socially, to say nothing of the cheese cake.  When we 
eventually decided to move, we headed slowly back to the cars, 
taking whatever photographs we saw along the way, but lunch-
time was upon us and I think most headed for home, with the 
thought of returning during one of the ‘golden hours’ in future.  
Those present were Mike de Villiers, Robert Gossel, Marion Jack-
son, Bettie Coetzee and Joyce and 
Richard Goldschmidt.

Lighthouse by Robert Gossel Reflection by Bettie Coetzee Photo by 
Richard Goldschmidt

Photo by Mike de Villiers
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Photo by Bettie Coetzee

Portrait of Betty by Mike de Villiers

Photo by Marion Jackson

Photo by Marion Jackson

Pincushion beauty by Mike de Villiers

Fibonacci Curve by Mike de Villiers

Photo by Marion Jackson Boy kicks ball by Mike de Villiers

Photo by Marion Jackson

Scarface portrait by Mike de Villiers

Photo by Richard Goldschmidt

Photo by Richard Goldschmidt

Calling up the elements by Robert Gossel

Photo by Marion Jackson
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A member’s Profile

Danie Coetzee
Danie, who was born in the Free State, studied at the University 
of Potchefstroom and University of Pretoria. His career started 
in the IT industry, then IT Audit, and is currently compliance of-
ficer in the financial industry. He started photography some 10 
years ago and it soon became more than a serious hobby for 
him. In between his daily job and over weekends he makes time 
to live his passion.
Danie joined CTPS in April 2016, and right from the beginning 
of his membership he has consistantly won top awards in the 
monthly competitions and countless Salons. “Although the 
awards are in someway rewarding, the photographs I submit 
were taken for myself only, not to impress anybody else,” he ex-
plains.
"My first camera was a Canon 300D, then I upgraded to a 7D 
and recently to a 5D (mrk iii). What an amazing piece of technol-
ogy - it allows me to go so much further in all the fields of my 
personal preferences. 
“My photographic life and interest thus far can be divided into 
two five-year periods: The first five and when I was still living in 
Pretoria, were the most challenging and at the same time rep-
resent my steepest learning curve. I never went anywhere with-
out my camera and was out and about almost every weekend 
regardless of the weather, shooting anything and everything 
that caught my eye, but always looking for that special moment 
and interaction.
“In the beginning, I did not focus on any particular genre of 
photography but loved doing bird (especially birds in flight), 
street photography and old cars. I always tried different angles 
and different camera settings. If I didn’t know how to do some-
thing or I was unhappy with a result, I would just Google it and 
learn from the experts. Throughout my time of searching and 
learning, I have never forgotten Ansel Adam’s advice: ‘You don't 
take a photograph, you make it.
“During the next five years I got very much involved in land- 

and seascapes, which is not surprising as I had moved to Cape 
Town and could not help being influenced and inspired by the 
beautiful landscape around me. Neither could I ignore the vi-
brant art and theatre scene in this city, particularly the many 
different dance performances that were on offer. I have a par-
ticular affinity for any form of dance (whether ballet or modern/
contemporary or other dance types) ever since my wife and I 
had attended a course with the ‘Arthur Murray Dance Studio’, 
while we were still living in Pretoria.  

“Taking photographs of dancers on stage during rehearsals or 
live shows is always a challenge because flash lighting is never 
allowed and one has to work in low light conditions and cope 
with a mixture of interfering stage light sources, colour filters, 
fog machines, dancers moving slow and moving fast, etc. Over 
the years, I have worked out a standard setting that allows me 
to focus on the dancers and not on my camera settings. I also 
shoot according to one or more upfront ideas I have such as 
blurring movements, photo composites or audio visual, which I 
have recently taken up as well. 
“I never use the continuous shooting mode on my camera but 
prefer to take single shot images that are hand-selected. This 
can mean that I occasionally miss one which could have been 
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the ultimate shot I was looking for, but this approach is my per-
sonal preference and it works for me. I find classical ballet to be 
more difficult to shoot than all other types of dance because of 
the single defining moment of a movement that will make it an 
acceptable image – here anticipation and timing is crucial. It cer-
tainly helps to know the story line and possibly to have seen the 
show before. The modern and contemporary dances are more 
‘relaxed’ but introduce elements of surprise and speed which, 
however, create many opportunities for more artful types of im-
ages (the "in-between" moments in a move).
"The next phase (the third five years) in my journey as a pho-
tographer has already started. I constantly explore different an-
gles and have started to include more of the human element in 
my images, to combine images, to stack images, to alter reality, 
etc. I use Camera Raw and Photoshop, together with filters and 
plug-ins and sometimes effect specific software. I generally stick 
to the ‘golden rules’ of photography but when the image lends 
itself to a different approach I will break the rules. There are still 
so many things to learn in all genres and I feel that my best is yet 
to come. I always aim to create a visual and emotional experi-
ence/response from my photographs, and I am always looking 
for that once in a lifetime moment," concludes Danie. 

Throughout my time of searching 
and learning, I have never forgot-
ten Ansel Adam’s advice: ‘You don't 
take a photograph, you make it.’ 

All photographs by Danie Coetzee
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by Louise and Rob Tarr
Being in nature, hearing its sounds, smelling the earth or the 
ocean, fills our souls and recharges our inner beings.  So choos-
ing a holiday always means being away from the crowds and 
finding the path least taken.  Our latest adventure, in April 2018, 
was a trip to far northern Mozambique around Ibo Island – the 
same latitude as the Comoros and the northernmost point of 
Madagascar.
Planning proved difficult as we had limited time off work and 
there was not much on the internet other than 4/5 star holiday 
resorts which would not have been our cup of tea at all.   Eventu-
ally we engaged the services of Genevieve from Kaskazini Travel 
who is based in Pemba, and planned a six-day Mozambique ex-
perience.   We flew from Johannesburg to Pemba, then caught 
a connection to Ibo Island on an 8-seater charter aircraft.  The 
aerial views of the turquoise Indian Ocean and the coastline dot-
ted with dhows from this low-flying small plane sparked much 
excitement and the taking of numerous photographs.  
Ibo Island has a population of 3000, a rich history, and interest-
ing architecture dating back to colonial times.    We stayed on 
our arrival and departure nights in the well-priced small B&B, 
Ulani Lodge, with a lovely refreshing swimming pool.  Jose, the 
owner, collected us at the air strip in an open landrover.  The top 
floor of the building was a covered deck with 360 degree views. 
It served as the pub in the evenings and as the breakfast area in 

A member’s Travelogue

the mornings.  Here we met Wilfred, our guide for the next few 
days, and discussed the ins and outs of our private Dhow Safari 
which had been arranged by Ibo Lodge.
Wilfred's message to us was ”Hakuna matata”, the Swahili word 
for “No worries”.  Nothing was too much trouble. Our dietary re-
quirements (basically "Banting") although challenging for this 
remote area, were catered for 100%, and we had our own chef 
for the trip. 
The following morning when the tide was in, we packed our 
small tog bags and camera bags on the dhow and set about 
launching a double kayak for the first leg.  We (with guide) pad-
dled across a short stretch of ocean into a stiff breeze, and then 
through an extensive sheltered mangrove forest - breathing 
it in and soaking up the environment.  We couldn’t have been 
happier.   Once through the mangroves the wind picked up, 
so we opted to climb aboard the dhow, stashed the kayaks on 
the deck and unfurled the sails for a gentle journey south to 
Quirimba Island.  
Here we arrived to a gorgeous private tented camp site with 
outdoor showers and long drop toilets.  Sundowners of ice cold 
G&Ts added a special touch.  A dinner of fresh grilled red snap-
per was prepared for us and served on a table set for two on 
the beach next to the water’s edge.  To complete the picture 
a fire was lit in the sand next to our table.   Eventually we col-

Exploring magical Mozambique on a Dhow
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lapsed into bed on very comfortable stretchers with white linen 
in our tent and slept until dawn dreaming of yet another day in 
paradise. 
The following three days did not disappoint – 2 nights each on 
Quirimba and Matemo Islands. Wilfred took us in the dhow to 
beautiful reefs at low tide where we snorkelled until we were 
tired. The dhow collected us where the currents had taken us.  
The ocean life was exquisite, with numerous colourful tropical 
fish, tridacna clams, and anemones with their resident Nemos, 
star fish, corals and sponges.  
We kayaked at low tide on a nearby island exploring the man-
grove channels.  Here we came across a group of local ladies 
treknet fishing in the river.  They had not been very successful 
that day, but engaged with us in sign language and smiles (with 
Wilfred interpreting as well), and invited Louise to join them try-
ing to catch fish.  It was absolutely exhausting walking at pace 
through knee deep water splashing and shouting to herd the 
(unseen) fish!  Respect!  Moments after returning to our kayak 
and paddling off, the group started ululating & called us back 
to see and photograph their huge catch.  We like to think we 
brought them good luck, and they absolutely loved a video Rob 
showed them that he had taken of their fishing effort.
Being spring tide, the locals were out and about on the reefs 
at low tide, harvesting sea cucumbers (sold to Chinese buyers), 
octopus, and netting or spearing fish.  The octopus would then 
be pounded tender with sticks by the women. It was fascinating 
to witness all this activity, as well as local buyers on the beach 
bartering with and buying from the women.  If the price was not 
right they would take their catch to the village to eat or hope-
fully find a better price.
Breakfasts of bacon & eggs or cheese omlettes were enjoyed 
with filtered coffee, on the beach watching ghost crabs and 
large hermit crabs scuttling about.  Small birds busied them-
selves with nest-making nearby, whilst sea gulls and flocks of 
terns swooped down at the oceans edge.  
Afternoons were often spent with Wilfred strolling through the 
local fishing villages, engaging with the locals.  Children play-
ing in the dust, fishermen drying their fish and octopus, women 
collecting water from well points – it was fascinating and hum-
bling to witness the simple island lifestyle.   On the afternoon of 
our last day we sailed to Rolas Island to see the huge coconut 
crabs.

One special memory was rowing from the dhow in the tender 
boat to a sandbank for lunch. Wilfred set up the gazebo and the 
tables but the tide came in too quickly and we scrambled back 
to the dhow where a makeshift braai was created on a pile of 
sand on the deck, for another delicious lunch.
Finding a pod of playful dolphins whilst sailing, we quickly put 
on our snorkel gear and joined them for a swim. Amazingly they 
were busy playing with a rather exhausted large porcupine fish 

who, as soon as we appeared, scooted over to hide behind us 
for protection.  Every now and then it would swim off to escape, 
but the dolphins would immediately find it again – and the 
process would repeat.  Diving down and swimming above the 
sand, with a pod of dolphins following on either side and above 
was unforgettable. 
Mozambique was a magical holiday.  An escape into nature with 
its tranquillity and wildlife, together with a memorable ocean 
experience! 
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All photograps by Louise and Rob Tarr
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Winning images from October

This was another challenging topic, and not only for those members who had decided to enter 
images, but also for our judge of the evening - Leon Oosthuizen. He felt that the parameters 

had not been clearly set out as to what constitutes graphic design, and more so, what it means 
in the context of photography. 

“There can be several interpretations, but ultimately graphic design has to supersede the con-
fines of the photographic medium and therefor requires a more specific directive that deter-

mines the tone of the visual communication and the treatment of the various elements within 
the design. It is perhaps helpful to note that photographing graphics is not graphic design - the 

same as photographing art is not fine art photography,” he explained. 

The competition convener of the evening was Carin Hardisty, who competently handled the 
entire proceeding, and this despite some equipment problems.  

Below are the winners in the various categories together with the judge’s comments.

Set Subject

Set subject: Graphic Design

Winner PDI Set - (Salon) Caffeine rush by Steff Hughes (26). The photographer showed a working understanding of graphic design 
which resulted in a generally successful interpretation. The cool expression and wording tie in well with the coffee/caffeine idea, 
which is further emphasised by the sepia treatment. However, the letter ‘C’ in Coffee is not clearly legible which it needs to be as it 
is the main theme of the composition. A bit of fine-tuning, like preventing the letters from touching and adjusting the line spacing, 
can help to fix this easily and round off this image a little better.

Winner PDI Set - (Intermediate) Art work Madiba stadium Durban 
by Antonio Chavry (22). Photographing artwork is not art in itself 
unless the photo offers its own interpretation, a visual review if 
you like. This image is exactly that. The title is where the photo 
falls short as it does not indicate an understanding of graphic 
design, but merely identifies graphic elements. None the less, an 
interesting and deliberate composition that highlights the juxta-
position of textures and materials. 
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Open Subject

Winner PDI Set - (Advanced) Underground in New York by Mireille 
Landman (23). An image with strong graphic elements and 
composition. The colour cast may have been corrected or the 
image could have been stronger in monochrome as some of 
the colours are compositionally distracting and the overall col-
our cast does not serve any obvious purpose. However, this im-
age is less about graphic design than strong graphic elements 
– and this despite the ironic presence of a bunch of posters on 
the wall for a theme.

Winner PDI Set - (Salon) Waiting for Customers by Keith Bull (26). 
This is a strong image because the title inspires a quirky view of 
an off-season scene in the tourist industry, which can be easily 
imagined in a seaside advert. Good use of colour and composi-
tional elements, such as rhythm, repetition, diagonal lines and 
placement (golden mean).

Winner Print Set - (Advanced) Triangles in Bratislava by Jona-
than Mark Burchell (24). A strong image, although not a true 
graphic in its own right. By highlighting the triangles in the title, 
the graphic elements become the key ingredient of the image. 
Sound graphic elements and good treatment in monochrome.

Winner Print Set - (Salon) Reading at the base of La Grande Arche 
by Jean Bradshaw (27). An attractive street shot with strong 
graphic elements in a well-balanced composition. The image 
inspires design ideas applications and may well be used as a 
substrate for campaign posters or magazines layout with its 
ample space for text, if needed. 

Winner Print Open - (Salon) Dune early morning by Neels Beyers (24). A good composition, however, not sure whether the possibil-
ity of taking the same image at different times of the day, the shadow and light play on the left hand side of the dune could have 
been explored some more. Judging by the foliage, it feels as if the image is underexposed by one stop or so, which is most likely 
due to the camera’s meter responding to the brightness of the dune on the right.
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Winner PDI Open 
-(Intermediate) 
Smokey trajectory by 
Carmen Anderson 
(24). Cool mysteri-
ous smoke trails, 
interesting colours 
and no real explana-
tion of the origin or 
destination. The title 
could be stronger, 
more purpose-
ful, more playful to 
take the image into 
the realm of being 
a manifestation of 
the photographer’s 
thoughts, feelings, 
beliefs… thus hint-
ing at the abstract 
made visible. 

Winner PDI Open - (Master) Overberg backroads by Jacoba van 
Zyl (24). The empty foreground may be stronger by cropping 
some off at the bottom and thereby strengthening the horizon-
tal lines of this quiet and moody landscape images. It has good 
control of colours and tonal range but could have been even 
better if the photographer had wait for the light to rather light 
up the road closer to the tree… I know it’s easy as a judge to 
make glib comments like this, but if and when possible, it would 
have made the image stronger. Perhaps something to remem-
ber for next time? 

Winner PDI Open - (Advanced) Tumultuous Yellow Pin Cushion 
by Anna  Morris (24). The image has good focus depth and 
treatment of colours, to get into the flower and ultimately es-
tablish the focal point. Flowers have been photographed many 
times over and over. Seeing a pincushion like this close with 
some of it even outside the composition is fun macro work. 
What surprised me was how much more I enjoyed this image 
projected large on the wall. The bigger the better for this one!

Winner Print Open - (Advanced) Inner life by Mireille Landman 
(22).  An interesting ethereal flower shot. The title is quietly 
but deliberately ambiguous. This kind of image can also be 
explored further with a tilt shift lens to play with the plane of 
focus relative to the focal plane in the camera. 

Winner Print Open - (Master) Whale watching at De Hoop by 
Anna Engelhardt (28). A lovely artistic interpretation of what 
would otherwise have been a very ordinary image. The fortu-
nate addition of what seems to be a whale breaching on the 
right is just perfect (to a point where it doesn’t matter if it hap-
pened at that moment or was added in post-production. If it is 
the latter, the image is very well executed either way with sub-
tle enough tones for the eye to rest on the relatively small spec 
which is the whale). Because of the motion blur treatment, the 
image becomes less literal and more emotionally engaging to a 
point where I as the viewer can start to imagine a story, and even 
recall my own experiences of waiting and watching for whales 
- an image I’d love to hang on my wall.  (With limited wall space, 
this is a compliment I hand out sparingly!)
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Other high-scoring images 
from our October competition

(23 & above)

The shed by Steff Hughes (24)

The chair by Arthur Fitt (23)

Not Heineken by Kim Stevens (23)

Hibernian 8707 by Neels Beyers (24)Red Poppy by Jeanette du Toit (23)

The muse by Crighton Klassen (24)

St Helena graphic 
by Richard Goldschmidt (24)

Bokkoms graphic 
by Richard Goldschmidt (24)

Last Light by Jeanette du Toit (24)

Suspended by Lesley Parolis (25) Star Spangled 
by Kim Stevens (25)

Shadowy sand 
by Joan Ward (24)
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Winning images from November

The theme for this month proved to be extremely popular with a record number of set subject 
prints and PDIs being entered. The total for the evening was 107 images in total which made 
it quite a challenge for our judge, Peter Brandt from Fishhoek Photographic Club, to finish on 
time and to give meaningful comments. We are always very much appreciative of Peter’s in-

depth commentary on our images, where each participant can take away something new and 
inspiring from Peter’s comments on their images, reports LESLEY PAROLIS.

Below are the winners in the various categories together with the judge’s comments.

Set Subject

Set subject: Monochrome

Winner PDI Set - (Intermediate) The little thinker by Antonio 
Chavry (24). This charming little scene is one of those quiet 
images that grow on you. First you see the actual scene (with 
the usual twinge of wistful nostalgia for one’s own youth long 
gone); thereafter you see the body language of the boy and the 
bicycle, the way they lean subtly towards each other and the 
way the bike seems to emulate the eager, anticipatory, watch-
fulness of a devoted pet wanting to play; and finally you notice 
the little formal echoes – the two triangles formed by the boy’s 
arms echoing the ovals of the wheels, the angles of the arms 
echoed by the jaunty angles of the handlebars and frame.

Winner PDI Set - (Salon) A Fan of Feathers by David Barnes (25). 
For a club image this photo is impressively loaded with ele-
ments we normally associate with more professional shoots: an 
appealing model, fantastic make-up and hair work, and exqui-
site jewellery and props. Add to that the mastery evidenced by 
the pin-sharp details and perfectly controlled higher key pro-
cessing and you have a sure-fire winner.echoed by the jaunty 
angles of the handlebars and frame.

Winner Print Set - (Advanced) Secure by Jonathan Mark 
Burchell (26). While I tend to be wary of sentimental trig-
gers, it quickly became apparent that this image is more 
than a mere baby-shot. Yes, there is the story-telling im-
plied by the title; but there is also the strong mono conver-
sion, effective framing (which must have been particularly 
challenging here), and evocative textures that become 
especially compelling when contrasted with the dappled 
shadow on the water and when making the delightful dis-
covery of the soft hair and skin on top of the head and on 
the ear.
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Winner Print Set - (Master) On Lagoon Edge by Anna Engel-
hardt (26). As I mentioned on the night, I love it when ele-
ments in a photo emulate the mark-making process of the 
traditional arts – in this case the lines resembling energetic 
pencil scribbling. The photographer has cleverly juxta-
posed this with the softer, slightly blurred shore, allowing 
your eye to go there and explore briefly before returning 
to the focal point. This quiet mono speaks loudly about the 
power of clean, minimal, composition.

Winner PDI Open - (Advanced) Night Cap by Peter Turnbull (25). 
Soft, dappled, light and exquisitely fine detail that leaves you 
feeling as if you have almost touched the fur (which, judging by 
the gruesome titbit, may not be a good idea) makes this high-
quality print a sure-fire winner. The shallow depth-of-field helps 
to isolate the leopard while simultaneously giving you the feel-
ing that you are actually in that space.

Open Subject

Winner Print Open - (Master) Treescape at Geysir by Lambe Pa-
rolis (26). My first temptation was to be underwhelmed: it’s a 
line of trees, do we need a third element in here, and so forth. 
But I quickly became aware of the exceptional print quality, the 
minimal yet striking colour palette and spot-on exposure and, 
finally, the simple but perfect composition consisting of a range 
of lines, shapes, directions and textures. What I initially was 
tempted to see as slightly sterile became, through the process 
of exploration that is only possible with print, a rewarding and 
impressive image that left me yearning for more. 

Winner PDI Open - (Salon) White squall by Danie Coetzee (27). An awe-inspiring image that offers the drama and mystery of story-
telling in dance, as well as delight in the sensuous:  warm colours, swirling smoke, glossy reflections and wispy tulle. The frozen arm 
of the main figure is wonderfully evocative while at the same time leading the eye to the faded background figures – clear to be 
seen but never competing for centre-stage here – and then back to the back-lit leg of the main figure and up, up, all the way to the 
silhouetted face. For such a bunched-up central grouping the image is wide - but it allows the lighter spots on both ends to form 
visual book-ends containing the activity while emphasizing the overall atmospheric quality.
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Other high-scoring images from 
our November competition

(23 & above)

Old man 1 by Marleen la Grange (23)

Disciples by David Barnes (23)

Sesriem shadows by Nicol du Toit (23)

Early morning by Neels Beyers (24)

Swallowing up the stars 
by Steff Hughes (23)

Vlei sunset by Steff Hughes (23)
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Peaceful Sunrise 
by Richard Goldschmidt (24)

Street Games Cuban style 
by Kim Stevens (23)

Bee Covered in Pollen 
by Jeanette du Toit (24)

Cinderella at the ball by Joan Ward (23)

Red bells by Jennifer Morkel (24)

Early morning by Neels Beyers (24)

Jozi Man by Dave Gordon (24)

Diamonds on the beach
 by Lesley Parolis (24)

Angular light by Detlef Basel (23)

Jokulsarlon Beach Iceland 
by Lambe Parolis (24)

Eye to eye by Ken Woods (24)
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Line Basket 2 by Christo la Grange (25)

Carrelet by Jacoba van Zyl (24)

Dyrholey viewpoint Iceland by Lesley Parolis(25)

Looking out by Ken Woods (26)

The reading room by David Barnes (25)

Reaching for the tasty leaves 
by Pat Scott (25)
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Glacial Lake by Lambe Parolis (25)

Mirror reflections by Jacoba van Zyl (24)
A different perspective by Rob Tarr (25)

Brothers in morning light 
by Rob Tarr (25)

Nearly there by Marleen la Grange (25) Still waters run deep by Kim Stevens (25)

Up Close by Jeanette du Toit (25)


